
15:59:05 Hi everybody and welcome and we will get started shortly.
15:59:09 Just going to wait another minute or so, see if people will join us.
16:00:18 Good afternoon everyone.
16:00:23 It's very hot here in England.
16:00:26 Don't know where you guys are from but it's very hot here so I'm in a different room got
a fan on it's a bit cooler down here so I'm not in the office.
16:00:36 So hello to flew to them and to Hannah who are here now and I'm sure there will be
more of you guys coming in. I've just shared this live on Facebook so we are now live on
Facebook.
16:00:46 In the member vault collaborative group will take these off because we've got some.
We've got some good.
16:00:54 So welcome to the CO working session. My name is Remy. I am one of one I'm part of
Team MV.
16:01:05 And I'm also a small business owner, like many of you guys as well I'm a business and
the tech coach.
16:01:12 And I use member about every day for my own business for my courses programs
workshops and I also use member volt to help my clients to build their memberships and their
courses I do done for you, services for them.
16:01:26 So that's how I use member of all I've been using it for a good few years now and I
love it. So in these sessions here.
16:01:35 It's really for beginners. And we hold this space to help you work on your memory vault
account. If you have any more sort of advanced or deeper sort of strategy questions.
16:01:49 This sessions not really for that is really to help you guys at the kind of the beginning
stage to do some work in your empty and if you get stuck to know that I'm here to support you.
16:01:58 So how these sessions work is I'm going to ask you guys while I'm rabbiting on now to
pop into the chat box for me, what you intend to work on, on your, your member vault.
16:02:14 In the next hour so if you could go ahead and let me know what you're going to be
working on a you you know doing something for a course or program, are you doing like
integrations with your email or your payments.
16:02:24 What are you going to be working on today if you could pop that in the chat, and let me
know that would be magic.
16:02:30 And then halfway through so at 430 I will stop. I will interrupt and I will stop all of us to,
to have a little break and little chinwag I'll see what you guys are getting up to.
16:02:41 And then we go back into it again, and we do another little power sprint, or work 20 to
25 minutes, and then we stop at five to five.
16:02:52 So ideally cameras off microphones off.
16:03:00 We are here to work on our member vote but if you do have any questions at all, and
you get stuck or you didn't how to do something. Let me know in the chat, and I will be here to
support you and I'll be dropping links last week there were loads of questions
16:03:09 I didn't get to them all but I did answer them or after, after the session ended and
upload those into the replay area, and I'll do the same here today if I can't answer all of your
questions, I will pop them into the replay thread which I post on a Friday



16:03:26 Friday morning, in the group. So let's see what you guys are up to and if you're just
coming in Hello tomorrow Hello Robert Hi Sarah hi Michelle, please do let me know in the chat
box what you are working on.
16:03:37 So Viv is setting up a new free product. Sorry, screen just moved because coming
came in setting up a new free product and trying to get a handle on welcome messages and
homework, etc.
16:03:51 Brilliant VIP any questions get started, just ask and I will. I'll help you with that
welcome messages and the homework section. Hammer says hi Remy I'm picking up where I
left off last week with creating the freebie for my course whitelist.
16:04:05 Amazing. Good stuff. And Fleur is figuring out the final steps before posting that is very
exciting. especially figuring out how to hide YouTube links.
16:04:15 When people view, the course, even when it's unlisted.
16:04:20 I'll give you some tips on that in the chat flow, and how you can do that.
16:04:25 Michelle is, it says clean it up, test products, fair enough cleaned up, mv mama says hi
Randy and friends I'm working on a mailer light integration today.
16:04:36 Amazing mailer light is like my favorite thing right now so if you need any help model
please ask.
16:04:42 I'm you I've used a lot to this week.
16:04:47 And they're not really here to do mailer light, but it.
16:04:50 Sarah, I'm working on images for my new challenge product amazing Sarah Fleur I'm
so glad to hear about my life because I use that too. Yes it integrates beautifully with member
vote for all the things, and I've just done my first proper proper grown
16:05:10 up, adult email sequence for a freebie that I've just launched as well so really excited,
and I got a bit carried away, but we're not here for that. Anyway, right it's five paths let's do a 25
minute sprint into half past heads down we're going to really
16:05:26 focus on our member vote, just choose one task and just crack on with that for the
next 25 minutes, really focus on just getting some work done. And again, I'm in the chat.
16:05:35 If you need support. If you are just coming in to say hello in the chat and ask your
questions in the chat. Alright, let's do some work guys.
16:14:28 Just quickly I saw a question about what what you should be doing now.
16:14:33 And yet if you open up your membership sites are working those now.
16:14:38 Because if you get stuck, then you can ask questions now so that's what we are here
to do today. All right, but yet any questions, find them in the chat, and please make your
questions public and the private messages.
16:14:51 Thank you.
16:30:51 Alrighty, we are at the halfway mark so I'm going to ask you all to start working for a
couple of minutes.
16:30:58 Because it is actually good to stop it helps you to refocus your brain when you restart.
So we kind of do these little power sprints of work. I know you might be in flow right now and
you probably don't want to stop I'm going to ask you to stop because
16:31:12 what it does is it helps to retrain your brain on how to focus. So, when we go back in,
we're going to go back in in the in a minute or two, and have another sprint of work flow, I'm
going to answer your question.



16:31:28 When I was just about to type the end but I might as well use this time where we're
stopping for a quick break, to answer your question, I mother Nice to see you.
16:31:38 quickly answer your question, and then we'll get back into into some, some working.
So, I'm closer asked about YouTube and using YouTube inside a member of all and that is
showing the YouTube logo.
16:31:53 And then people can click on the YouTube video then go and watch it on YouTube.
And this is often one of the reasons why it's not recommended to use YouTube to host your
video content, particularly if it is paid content.
16:32:09 Because if you're on this on YouTube essentially anyone can find it. And also it's easily
shareable so somebody may pay to come in and then they could share that link to multiple
people, so it is best to use a video hosting provider like Vimeo or whiskey,
16:32:36 You can protect it there's different settings that you can turn on and off.
16:32:41 But one of the settings for example is that it's not downloadable on Muse I know that
you can turn off the links so that it doesn't go back they can't see any other videos in my
account, other than that one video that's been embedded into member vault.
16:32:57 So, if it is where paid content, I would recommend that you look around, there is
actually quite a couple of quite a few friends inside the Facebook group, talking about all the
different video host providers and there are loads of them now and, and they
16:33:13 seem to be getting cheaper and cheaper and cheaper, Vimeo is probably one of the
most popular in bloom is one of the most popular and their fees are a little bit higher not
massively but they're a little bit higher, but I use me as I think it's like three
16:33:24 or four pounds a month and some of them are even cheaper that come out, but it is
worth investing, if you are creating content that is behind a paywall.
16:33:36 And I certainly wouldn't want to pay for content that I know that other people could
reach or get for free because that would feel unfair to the customer so that might be somebody
posted, and there's a lifetime deal on App Sumo as well.
16:33:50 There you go. Thank you for sharing that.
16:33:54 So Chantelle said is there free platform for hosting is better than YouTube because
she's not at the point of paying for video hosting this on YouTube can work right but it's just that
you have to deal with what you're what what you're experiencing, which
16:34:09 is it's going to be slightly imperfect but it will work to get you up and running until you
have the money coming in so that you can pay for video hosting.
16:34:18 But as I said it comes with those risks that people can can share it and people can
access it. And that's a risk that you might have to take.
16:34:27 To begin with, I don't know that any other free platforms, there may be some. And
again, it could be a great question if you don't ask in the member collaborative because there's
any 8000 members in there, who I'm sure if there is a free one they will
16:34:40 know about it and they will share it with you. I don't know that off the top of my head,
but definitely go into the collaborative and ask.
16:34:49 So I hope that helps. My lovely.
16:35:01 Mother said there are free ones but they mostly limit the amount of minutes per video.
Yeah, so like loom does because I've got a loom account I don't use that much, but I think they
do, you can make videos for free with loom, but I think it's only up



16:35:15 to like five minute videos or something like that. And then I think you can have hundred
minutes, or you can have like 20 videos or something like that.
16:35:25 So, there is there is there always limited.
16:35:30 They've always limited.
16:35:32 True. Can only sound. Can you guys hear me okay.
16:35:37 Okay, cool. And if, if, yet if you, if you're if you're making longer content you're either
going to have to like make multiple videos, and then upload those then you're using then has to
go through multiple videos.
16:35:51 So, there are ways to work around it, but it might be bit more laborious.
16:35:58 I'm, I apologize.
16:35:59 I've got a warning on my screen.
16:36:02 I don't know what's going on I think my speakers on my laptop on their way out. But
anyway, um,
16:36:09 we're going to get back to work now we're going to do a little power spring of 20
minutes I'm going to stop talking I will continue to answer your questions in the chat.
16:36:18 And I will interrupt you.
16:36:21 At five to, to ask you to tell me what you've done. But before you get back into work
can you guys just drop in the chat you're a member of all accounts, your, your addresses, and I
will share that out into the group so you're your VIP member boat address,
16:36:29 or if you've got your own personal address drop that into the chat for me already.
16:56:18 Alrighty guys it's time to stop working.
16:56:21 If you could all pop into the chat for me, what you have been able to work on and
accomplish today.
16:56:30 That'd be magic, if you want to write that into the chat box what you've done on your
member vote.
16:56:35 And then I'll read them out in a minute.
16:56:39 And if you haven't put your member vote links in yet, please do so yeah let me know
what you've been working on so left because couple of people have left, we have Marvin, we
have Hannah, Michelle Sarah, Gina, or Deanna, depending on how you say it.
16:57:01 Gina, and Chantelle are all here.
16:57:07 Michelle says remember what was all clean now, now what to do.
16:57:12 So Hannah has wrote, less than two of for text amazing well done Hannah and finish
the sheet music PDF, and uploaded magic and linked
16:57:26 MV walkthrough tutorial to the welcome module, really well done. Absolute brilliant
effort there well done.
16:57:34 They've set up a mailer light link to my new product, brilliant added messages to my
first lesson and the front page, and now working on my download. Well done via that is brilliant
work as a lot of work you've achieved today.
16:57:49 CHANTELLE says, See you all next time.
16:57:53 Sarah, I got my product image done. Yes, and nearly done with my first module image
well done. You did it in Canvas era.
16:58:03 Let me know I love camper.



16:58:05 Gina, trying to set up the very most basic stuff uploaded some videos okay well I hope
those links I've given you today gene and will help you with the sorting out the video and getting
that embedded and sorted out the best way for you but do use the
16:58:21 member for collaborative group to ask questions. If you ever get stuck because it's
such an amazing place for answers all use the search bar because your question may already
have been asked, and the answers will be there waiting for you.
16:58:36 Marvin said she had a breakthrough with him a light integration, just realized is much
easier than I thought. It really is duplicated another email and got it all set up, magic, so your
next step is to set up some automation.
16:58:52 So like when people sign up, they you can set up an easy email that goes out to
welcome them or an email sequence that warms them up and keeps them warm and keeps
driving them back to your member about all of those good stuff.
16:59:06 So it is an automation he created Well done, is very excited when you create an
automation. And you can also copy your automation so if you have another product, you can
copy it over so you don't have to recreate it you can just go in and edit it and
16:59:19 make it appropriate for your new your new sequence.
16:59:25 Gina Katyn legal in footer of video G spot nice Well done, and canvas for Sarah said it
was combat geniuses Thank you.
16:59:35 Brilliant. That's it. Well done guys, and I think you've all left your links in the chat which
is magic. I will put those all into the replay area and I will copy those over tomorrow into the
thread inside of Facebook so people can come and check out
16:59:51 your member votes as well.
16:59:53 And if you have any questions or you get stuck with anything please don't remain
stuck, use the chat box. This little green, a chat face of the bottom right of your members about
account if you need help with anything.
17:00:08 Ask, ask us for help in the chat support. And if you're on a paid plan you can send an
email for support as well to Hello at member volt.co, and you can use the collaborative group on
Facebook if you're not in their gut and join.


